Vector-based forearm rotation moment arms - A sensitivity analysis.
All existing moment arm data for muscles of the forearm derive from tendon excursion experiments. Moment arms determined this way are only valid for movement about the same generalised coordinate system as was used during the tendon excursion, which makes their implementation in more complex or realistic joint models problematic. This study used a vector-based method to calculate muscle moment arms in a three dimensional model of forearm rotation. It also evaluated the sensitivity of this method to errors in the input data. There was reasonably close agreement between the moment arms calculated in this study and those published using tendon excursion methods. Six out of eight muscles had moment arms within the range of values reported previously. However, the vector-based method was sensitive to the accuracy of the input data. This sensitivity varied between muscles and input variables. Generally, the calculations were more robust to the point of force application than the muscle lines of action and the joint's axis of rotation. A small change in these variables could produce substantial changes in the calculated moment arms. Consequently, accurate input data is important when using the vector-based method in a joint model.